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The present invention relates in general to a method 
and apparatus for detecting and measuring radioactivity 
emanating from a source and, more particularly, to 
Spectrometry for detecting the energy spectra, and measur 
ing certain bands of the spectra, of radioactive isotopes. 
In its primary aspect, the invention is concerned with 
radioactivity detecting methods and apparatus for measur 
ing the activity level of radioactive sources which com 
prise two or more different radioactive isotopes; or dif 
ferent Sources (or a changing source) which respectively 
contain one or more of a plurality of different isotopes. 

it is a general aim of the present invention to provide 
an improved radioactivity spectrometry method and ap 
paratus characterized by simultaneous and independent 
detection and counting of radioactivity from two or more 
isotopes irrespective of whether such isotopes are present 
in composite sources, or individually present in separate 
Sources, yet wherein the count for each isotope is highly 
efficient and statistically accurate. While not so limited 
in its application, the invention will find especially ad 
vantageous use in measuring the activity levels of two 
different isotopes in a single sample (commonly referred 
to as a double-label'sample), and in measuring the activity 
levels of isotopes in different samples, each sample in 
cluding at least one of two different isotopes (common 
ly referred to as mixed samples). 
A related object of the invention is to provide a radio 

activity spectrometry method and apparatus for distin 

2 
tude of pulses in one or more channels may be selectively 
adjusted or attenuated, thus permitting each channel to 
count a different given isotope at substantially optimum 
conditions while all other isotopes contribute only to a 
Small degree to the count in that channel. 

Still another object of the invention is to achieve such 
improved multiple-channel radioactivity spectrometry 
through the use of conventional amplifying circuits, yet 
wherein the inherent operating characteristics or limita 
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guishing between and accurately measuring two or more 
different radioactive isotopes, whercin one presetting or 
adjustment makes possible simultaneous measuring of the 
different isotopes quickly and with high statistical ac 
curacy, and yet characterized by the elimination of read 
justment and duplicated counts for each of the isotopes 
involved. As a consequence of attaining this objective, 
the elapsed time heretofore required for changing sann 
ples and 'reading out' the counts in plural-label and 
mixed sample radiation measurements is materially re 
duced and the procedure greatly simplified. 

40 

Another object of the invention is to provide a highly 
Versatile radioactivity detecting method and apparatus 
characterized by its ability to be used with any one of a 
variety of detectors, thus affording measurements of a 
wide range of double-label samples or mixed samples 
containing radioactive isotopes which may, for example, 
emit gamma rays, alpha particles or beta particles. 
An important object of the invention is to provide 

radioactivity detecting apparatus having two or more 
separate and independent channels which permit either 
simultaneous or sequential counting of two or more dif 
ferent radioactive isotopes, yet - wherein each channel 
may be adjusted to count emissions from a particular 
isotope at optimum counting conditions, i.e., with high 
statistical accuracy in relatively short counting periods, 
and with substantial immunity from drifting in charac 
teristics of amplifiers and other electronic devices. 

it is a coordinate and more specific object of the in 
vention to provide a multiple-channel scintillation spec 
trometer in which radioactivity emanating from different 
isotopes may be accurately counted in a single operation 
by analyzing the pulse heights of signals produced by 
each emission, yet wherein pulse height analyzing in each 
channel is entirely independent and wherein the ampli 
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tions such as noise and saturation of those circuits do not 
impose limitations on the accuracy of measurements based 
upon pulse-height analysis of multiple isotopes. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention will be 

conne apparent as the following description proceeds, 
taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in 
which: 
FIGURE 1 is a generalized diagrammatic block-and 

line representation of a prior radioactivity spectrometer; 
FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic block-and-line representation 

of a conventional coincidence type liquid scintillation 
spectrometer particularly suited for detecting and measur 
ing the less penetrating alpha or beta particles emanating 
from radioactive isotopes; 

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram, partly in block-and 
line form, of exemplary photomultipliers, together with 
an adjustable high voltage supply therefor; . . 

FIG. 4 is a graphic representation of a typical set of 
spectral curves for a given beta emitting isotope with 
each curve representing a spectrum of voltage pulse 
height derived from decay events of that isotope at a 
different high voltage setting of the power supply; 

FIG. 5 is a graphic representation of a typical pulse 
height spectrum characteristic of a beta emitting isotope 
and illustrating particularly the principle of "balance 
point" operation; . . 

FIG. 6 is a graphic representation of the random dis 
tribution of pulses of varying amplitude which are de 
rived from decay events produced by two different beta 
emitting isotopes present in a single Sample or Source; 

FIG. 7 depicts in graphic form the two spectral distri 
butions of the pulses shown in FIG. 6, each Spectrum 
representing pulses originating from one of two isotopes: 

FIG. 8 is a graph similar to FIG. 7 illustrating in addi 
tion a typical curve representing the distribution of spuri 
ous background pulses and showing also the minimum 
and maximum pulse heights which can be accurately dis 
criminated and counted; 
FIG. 9 is a diagrammatic block-and-line representation 

of a multiple-channel scintillation spectrometer embody 
ing, the features of the present invention; 

FIG. 10 is a schematic wiring diagram of an exemplary 
attenuator or gain control device for varying the gain of 
one analyzing channel with respect to another analyzing 
channel; . 

FIG. 1 1 is a schematic wiring diagran illustrating the 
details of an exemplary discriminator circuit; 

FIG. 12 is a graphic representation of the pulse spectra 
for two isotopes at the channel I and channel II amplifier 
outputs with equal gains and at a given setting of the 
variable high voltage supply; 

FIG. 3 is a graph similar to FIG. 12 and illustrating 
the pulse spectra at a second and higher setting of the 
variable high voltage supply; and 

FIGS. 14 and 14A are graphs respectively illustrating 
the pulse spectra for the two isotopes at the channel I 
and channel II amplifier outputs, the two channels here 
having different gains. 

While the invention is susceptible of various modifica 
tions and alternative forms, a specific embodiment thereof 
has been shown by way of example in the drawings and 
will herein be described in detail. It should be under 
stood, however, that it is not intended to limit the inven 
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tion to the particular form disclosed, but, on the contrary, 
the intention is to cover all modifications, equivalents and 
alternatives failing within the spirit and scope of the in 
vention as expressed in the appended claims. 

THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE INVENTION 
Before treating the present invention in detail, it will 

be helpful first to consider briefly the prior art back 
ground or environment. In radioactivity measurements, 
it is the most frequent objective to determine the rate 
at which decay events in an isotope present in a radio 
active source occur, this rate generally being expressed 
as counts per unit time, e.g., counts per minute. The 
quantity of a particular isotope present in a radioactive 
source is in general proportional to the rate of decay 
events produced by that isotope, such rate being termed 
the "activity level" of the source. As a generalization, 
the decay events or radiation emanations from a radio 
active source are, for purposes of measurement or count 
ing, converted into corresponding voltage pulses which 
can then be counted. The pulses may be counted for 
a predetermined time period, or the time necessary to 
receive a predetermined number of pulses may be meas 
ured, the ratio of counted pulses to the elapsed time peri 
od being indicative of the activity level. In some in 
stances the voltage pulses may be fed to a direct-reading 
or recording rate meter which indicates the activity level. 
(a) General Organization and Operation of Spectrometer 
The spectrometer illustrated diagrammatically at 20 in 

FIG. 1 includes a radioactive source 22 disposed in opera 
tive relationship to a detector or proportional transducer 
24. the latter serving to convert radiation from decay 
events within the source 22 into corresponding electrical 
signals, e.g., voltage pulses. The transducer may be any 
one of a variety available in the art, such for example as 
a sodium iodide (thalium activated) crystal for convert 
ing radioactive decay events into light flashes. A trans 
ducer comprised of such a scintillation crystal and a 
photomultiplier for converting light flashes into voltage 
pulses is suitable for detecting radiation from gamma 
emitting isotopes; but still other transducers constituting 
a source of pulses may be enployed for different specific 
applications. Regardless of the particular type of de 
tector and transducer employed, it should have a propor 
tional characteristic, i.e., each voltage pulse will be sub 
stantially proportional to the energy of the decay event 
which produces it. 
The voltage pulses so derived by the detector or trans 

ducer 24 are, however, of relatively low amplitude. It is 
impractical, if not impossible, to discriminate these pulses 
on the basis of differences in their amplitudes and to count 
or measure their rate of occurrence. Accordingly, the 
pulses from the detector 24 are first passed through a 
linear amplifier 28 and then supplied to a pulse height 
analyzer 29. Because the pulses received by the analyzer 
have been amplified and thus occupy a fairly wide spec 
trum of amplitudes, the analyzer 28 may select only these 
pulses which lie above or below certain preselected ampli 
tudes, and pass them to a final indicating device such as 
a rate meter or a scaler, the latter being shown at 30. 
By adjusting the amplitude band or "window" of pulse 
amplitude passed by the analyzer 29, the background 
pulses (resulting either from spurious radiation, cosmic 
rays, or noise in the transducer) can be substantially re 
duced, so that the count received by the scaler is com 
prised principally of pulses resulting from the activity of 
the source being measured. The background pulses to 
a large extent have amplitudes that fall outside the ac 
ceptance band of the analyzer after the latter has been 
adjusted. The background count passed by the analyzer 
may, of course, be measured for a given time interval 
with no radioactive source present, and then subtracted 
from Subsequent scaler counts received with radioactive 
sources present. 
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4 
Because the pulses applied to the input of the analyzer 

29 have amplitudes substantially proporitonal to the en 
ergy of corresponding decay events in the Source 22, the 
analyzer may be adjusted successively to pass bands of 
pulse amplitudes, and the energy spectrum of the decay 
events in an isotope thus plotted. Once that spectrum 
has been measured, or is known, the analyzer 29 may be 
set to pass an amplitude band or window in which a 
fairly large proportion of all pulses derived from the iso 
tope decay events are passed and counted, yet in which 
the background or spurious pulses passed to the scaler are 
relatively few. The proportion of pulses counted from 
source decay events to the total number of decay events 
in the source is termed the "efficiency" of counting. It is 
generally accepted that the optimum counting conditions 
are obtained, i.e., statistically accurate results produced 
with reasonably low total counts and in relatively short 
counting time periods, when the ratio E/B is made sub 
stantially a maximum (where E represents the efficiency 
of counting pulses derived from an isotope, and B repre 
sents the background count). 

(b) Liquid Scintillation and Coincidence Monitoring 
in spectrometry involving isotopes which produce radia 

tion particles having relatively low penetrating power, and 
particularly with samples or sources of low activity levels, 
the detector or transducer may preferably comprise a 
solution of liquid scintilator into which the radioactive 
substance is added. Light flashes in this solution, result 
ing from decay events of the isotope, are transmitted 
to a photosensitive electrical device, preferably a photo 
multiplier tube. Because such photomultiplier tubes are 
to an undesirable degree prone to produce spurious volt 
age pulses due to "dark noise current' which is primarily 
caused by thermally induced electron emission, it has been 
common practice to employ "coincidence monitoring" in 
order to preclude counting of these spurious voltage pulses. 
Such a liquid scintillation spectrometer with coincidence 
monitoring, and intended primarily for work with alpha 
and beta radiation isotopes, is diagrammatically illustrated 
in FG, 2. 

Referring to FIG. 2, the radioactive source is shown 
at 32 as a sample of isotope-containing substance dissolved 
or suspended in a liquid scintiliator, the latter being in 
a container having light-transmissive walls. Aromatic 
ethers are commonly employed as solvents, although 
numerous other solvents are known in the art. Any one 
of numerous commercially obtainable scintillators or 
fluorescent materials is also dissolved in the solvent for 
the purpose of converting the radiant energy resulting 
from a decay event (for example, an alpha or beta decay 
event) into light energy. Finally, the sample includes 
the radioactive material or isotope to be measured. The 
emission energy spectra of the different radioactive ma 
terials may vary greatly, each having a characteristic, 
known spectrum. A typical, but non-exhaustive list of 
isotopes which may be counted with the spectrometer of 
FIG. 2 is set forth below in Table I: 

Isotope IIalf Life Max. Beta Isotope II alf Life Max. Beta 
Energy, Energy, 

1W. IV. 

If 3 ------ 2.3-...-- - 0.08 
Ci------ 570Gy - (), 5 
S3'----- 87.1 diay--- 0. 
C --- . 163.0 day.-- 0.26 
Zn----- 245.0 day---- (.32 

0.29 ,0.46 -----day 45.1 - ? - ? - ????? R 

In working with isotopes of the type exemplified in 
Table I, the light flashes in the scintillator solution are 
relatively weak, although proportional in intensity to the 
energy of the decay events which produce them, it is for 
this reason that a very sensitive light-to-voltage trans 
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ducer, such as the relatively high gain photomultiplier 
tube is employed, and the coincidence monitoring accom 
plished to reduce the effects of noise pulses therein. 

Referring more specifically to FIG. 2, the spectrometer 
31 there illustrated includes a pair of photomultipliers 
24, 24' which are placed contiguous with or adjacent to 
the sample 32 and cnergized from a variable high voltage 
source 25. The photomultipliers 24' and 24' serve he 
respective functions of providing pulses to be analyzed 
and pulses to "monitor' or gate the first pulses when both 
photomultipliers simultaneously respond. The outputs 
of the photomultipliers 24, 24', are respectively coupled 
to preamplifiers 26”, 26”. In order to reduce the num 
ber of thermal noise pulses in the photomultipliers, the 
sample 32, photomultipliers 24, 24' and preamplifiers 
26', 26' are preferably all located within a cooled cham 
ber or freezer, diagrammatically illustrated at 34. The 
utputs of the preamplifiers 26 or 26' are respectively 

- coupled to amplifiers 28’ and 28' which in turn pass 
amplified pulses to pulse height analyzers 29' and 29'. 
Each analyzer provides an input pulse or signal for a 
suitable logic circuit 35 which, for example, may simply 
be an AND gate. The output of the AND gate is cou 
pled directly to a scaler 30'. 
When a decay event (for example, a beta emission) 

occurs in the sample 32, a light scintillation occurs that is 
simultaneously detected by both photomultipliers 24, 24' 
and signal pulses proportional in amplitude to the en 
ergy of the decay event are simultaneously produced at 
the output of the amplifiers 28, 23'. These pulses are 
then analyzed in pulse height analyzers 29' and 29', the 
former being adapted so that it may pass only a selected 
band of puses. The analyzer 29”, on the other hand, 
preferably is constructed and adjusted to pass all received 
pulses which exceed a predetermined low amplitude, and 
need not be restricted as to the upper amplitude of passed 
pulses. Only when the analyzers 29, 29' provide coin 
cident input pulses to the AND gate 35, does the latter 
produce an output pulse which is counted by the scaler 
30'. If, on the other hand, coincident inputs are not 
present at the AND gate 35, any pulse from the analyzer 
29' is blocked from and not counted by the scaler 30'. 
Merely by way of example, it will be readily apparent 
that when a thermal pulse is generated in either one of 
the photo multipliers, coincident input signalis will mot be 
present at the AND gate 35 and hence no count will be 
recorded by the scaler 39' even if the thermal pulse is 
within the amplitude band or window being passed by 
the associated analyzer. 

(c) Typical Photomultiplier Arrangement 
An exemplary circuit for and diagrammatic illustration 

of the photomultipliers 24' and 24' is shown in FIG. 3. 
The photoimu!tipliers 24”, 24' respectively include gen 
craily cylindrical, opaque envelopes 38, 38' having light 
transmissive end walls 39, 39' disposed in proximity to 
the sample and scintilator 32. Photosensitive cathodes 
40, 40' are respectively provided in the photomultipliers 
2-3', 24' in proximity to the light transmissive end walls 
39', 39'. Each photomultiplier 24, 24' also includes a 
pitrality of dynodes 41'-52', 41'-51', respectively, which 
are held at progressively higher potentials relative to their 
corresponding cathodes. To accomplish this, the cathode 
and dynode potentials are derived from a pair of voltage 
divider circuits 52, 52', respectively, including series 
resistors Ri'-Rii'. R1'-R11' and parallel shunting 
capacitors C1'-Ci 1", C1'-C1'. Each voltage divider 
circuit is connected in series with the high voltage supply 
25, the latter being provided with an adjustable switch 
arm 54 adapted to engage a selectable one of the termi 
nals T0. T9 residing at progressively higher voltages. 

Considering, for example, the photomultiplier 24, the 
voltage drop aross resistor Ri' is applied between the 
photosensitive cathode 40' and the dynode 41', while the 
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6 
voltage drop across resistance R2' is applied between 
dynodes 41' and 42'. The voltage drop across each suc 
ceeding resistor is in turn applied between each succeed 
ing pair of dynodes. The arrangement is such that when 
a decay event, for example, a beta emission, occurs in the 
sample 32 it produces a light scintillation which is simul 
taneously dictected by the photosensitive cathodes 40', 40' 
through the light transmissive end walls 39, 39'. As 
the light rays impinge upon the photosensitive cathodes, 
electrons proportional in number to the energy of the light 
are emitted. The emitted electrons are attracted to the 
dynodes 41”, 41" which are at a higher voltage, thus pro 
ducing by bombardment still more electrons which are in 
turn attracted to the next higher potential dynodes 42", 
42'. This process continues until the electrons reach 
the anodes 53, 51' and thus cause current flow through 
and voltage pulses across load resistors 53, 53'. These 
voltage pulses appear at the input of each of the pre 
amplifiers 26, 26' (FIG. 2). 
The total gain produced by each of the photomultipliers 

24, 24' can be varied by changing the magnitude of high 
voltage, i.e., by shifting the switch arm 54 to a selected 
one of the terminals TG-T9 on the high voltage supply 25. 
Fine adjustment of the high voltage applied across the 
voltage divider networks 52', 52' may be obtained by 
providing a trimmer 55 which permits selective adjust 
ment of the high voltage between the fixed voltages of 
adjacent terminals. 

In order to simplify the ensuing discussion, isotope de 
cay events will herein be referred to by way of example 
as beta decay events or beta emissions. it will be under 
stood, however, that alpha and gamma radiation may be 
considered in the same way, even though there may be 
mono-energetic spectra involved in some instances. 

(d) Spectral Distributions and 
Optimum Counting Conditions 

It is well known that beta-emitting isotopes produce 
decay events which individually involve energies spread 
over a fairly wide range or spectrum. Each isotope has 
its own characteristic spectrum with a known maximum 
energy (see Table I, supra). A small proportion of the 
decay events have relatively high and low energies, and 
the majority have energies in the middle region between 
the upper and lower limits. For a given gain of the 
transducer, which forms a source of pulses proportionally 
related to the energies of the decay events, the amplitude 
spectrum of the pulses corresponds to the energy spec 
trum of decay events. 

Referring next to FIG. 4 there is graphically illustrated 
a set of curves characteristic of the pulse height spectra of 
a typical beta emitting isotope sample, each curve repre 
senting the distribution of pulse heights for a different 
Setting of the tap 54 of the high voltage supply 25. Since 
the amplitudes of output pulses from the amplifiers 28, 
28' (FIG. 2) are proportional to the energy of the beta 
emissions which caused the pulses, the abscissa of the 
graph shown in FIG. 4 is here calibrated in volts (pulse 
height), while the ordinate is calibrated in counts per 
minute (c.p.m.). The factor of proportionality is, how 
ever, changed when the high voltage applied to the photo 
multipliers is changed, but the total number of pulses 
from a Sample having a given activity level remains con 
Stant. Thus, the areas under the several curves of FIG. 
4 are all substantially equal. For example, let it be con 
sidered that the curve 58 represents the pulse height spec 
trun for a given sample of an Isotope I at a given rel 
atively low voltage applied to the photomultipliers, i.e., 
with the arm 54 (FIG. 3) set at terminal T1 of the high 
voltage supply 25. Over a given period of time Isotope 
I will undergo a plurality of decay events of varying ener 
gies. As is typical of beta emitting isotopes, there will 
be a few decay events of minimum energy, producing very 
small pulses Vain which approach zero amplitudes. 
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There will also be a few decay events of maximum energy, 
producing maximum amplitude pulses, Vmax. However, 
the greatest number of decay events will result in pulses 
of approximately the average amplitude Vav. 

If the same sample is retained, but the tap 54 on the 
high voltage supply 25 is now moved to terminal T2 to 
increasc the high voltage applied across the voltage di 
vider circuits 52, 52', the amplitude of all the pulses 
emanating from the amplifier 28, 28' will correspond 
ingly be multiplied. That is, the pulse height spectrum 
for Isotope I is now represented by the curve 59 having 
a few pulses of minimum amplitude Vi, a few pulses 
of maximum amplitude 2V, and a large proportion of 
pulses of approximately average energy 2 Vav. However, 
since the total activity of the isotope, and the spectral dis 
tribution of the energies of decay events, remain un 
affected by the increased gain, the area under the curve 
59 remains the same as the area under the curve 58. The 
curves 60, 6 and 62 shown in FIG. 4 are respectively 
representative of the pulse height spectra of a sample of 
Isotope I having a given activity, but for different photo 
multiplier gains when the tap 54 is set at terminals T4, 
T6 and T8. In each instance, the area under the curve 
which is representative of the total activity of the isotope 
sample remains unchanged. However, the amplitude of 
the pulses representative of each decay event are propor 
tionately increased with corresponding increases in the 
photomultiplier gain. 

If it is now assumed that the vertical lines A and B 
(FIG. 4) respectively represent the minimum and maxi 
mum pulse amplitudes which are passed by the pulse 
height analyzer 29, it will be immediately apparent that 
no pulse will be counted while the high voltage supply 25 
is set at terminal Ti (i.e., no portion of the area under 
curve 58 lies in the window defined by limits or base lines 
A and B). When the photomultiplier gain is doubled 
to produce the curve 59, a few of the higher amplitude 
pulses representative of decay events are of sufficient ann 
plitude to exceed the minimum base line A of the pulse 
height analyzer 29' and these will be passed therethrough. 
It will be observed that when the tap 54 is moved to ter 
minal T4 (curve 60), the peak of the spectral curve 60 is 
located approximately midway between the bas? lines A, 
B of the pulse height analyzer 29'. At this setting of the 
tap, a maximum area under the spectral curve lies within 
the particular window defined by the discrimination levels 
A and B and consequently the spectrometer is capable of 
counting decay events with high efficiency, yet with the 
exclusion of background or moise pulses which die pre 
dominantly outside the window. As the gain is increased 
still further by moving the tap progressively to terminals 
T5 T9, a progressively smaller area of the curve will be 
located between the window limits A, B, thus decreasing 
the efficiency of the count. 
A real limitation imposed upon spectrometer apparatus 

resides in the inherent operating limitations or charac 
teristics of the electronic equipment employed. For ex 
ample, as those skilled in the art are aware, a given ampli 
fier inherently has a saturation level beyond which annpli 
fication becomes nonlinear. Linear amplification of in 
put signals spanning a range from zero to some very high 
value is not feasible as a practical matter. If, for ex 
ample, it is assumed that a given transistor amplifier 
provides an amplification of 25 to 1, and that its maximum 
or saturation output voltage is 10 volts, then an input sig 
nal of .2 volt will produce an output signal of 5 volts. 
Similarly, input signals of .3 and 4 volt will produce 
output signals of 7.5 and 10 volts respectively. However, 
any higher input voltage, for example, .5 volt, will still 
only produce an output pulse of 10 volts since this is the 
Saturation point of the amplifier. Referring to FIG. 4 
the saturation level of the amplifier 29' has been arbi 
trarily represented by the vertical line SP. It will be ob 
Served that as the photomultiplier gain is progressively in 
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8 
creased by connection to the taps T4, T6, TS, more and 
more of the higher pulses representative of decay events 
exceed the Saturation point SP of the amplifier. Actually, 
those input puses vhich do excced the stration 
point appear as amplifier output pulses ali having an 
amplitude equal to the maximum amplitude obtainable 
from the amplifier. Thus, if the high voltage adjustinent 
and the transducer gain are increased sufficiently to make 
the pulses in the lower portion of the spectrum greater in 
amplitude than very low amplitude noise pulses, and to get 
Substantially all pulses in the spectium above the lower 
level of discrimination, those pulses in the upper portion 
of the spectrum will tend all to have the same amplitude, 
so that they cannot be separated on the basis of ampli 
tudes proportional to decay event energies. Under those 
conditions, background input pulses which exceed the 
amplitude of decay event pulses at the upper end of the 
Spectrum are not separable by a pulse height discriminator. 
When working with low-activity radioactive sources or 

Samples, and when background counts are appreciable, it 
is desirable to operate a spectrometer at or near optimum 
counting conditions, which serve to exclude a large propor 
tion of background counts and to largely eliminate the 
undesirable effects of shifts in the spectrum. Such opti 
nun conditions exist when the pulse height analyzer is 
adjusted so that the efficiency of counting is high and the 
background counts are low, and more particularly when 
the ratio E/B is near a maximum. This means that the 
"window' A-B (FIG. 4) of the pulse height analyzer 
should be wide, yet not so wide that background pulses 
included in the window become great in number com 
pared to the number of pulses originating from the iso 
tope. Moreover, the "window' should embrace the peak 
portion of the pulse height spectrum in order to make the 
efficiency as high as possible for a given window width. 
A Second part of optimum counting conditions is “bal 

ance point operation,” which reduces changes in efficiency 
of counting which might otherwise occur due to drifts or 
changes in the gain of the system. This concept is made 
understandable by FIG. 5, where the pulse height spec 
trun for a given sample of a given isotope is illustrated 
by the curve 60. Those pulses which in amplitude fall 
between the window limits A and B are passed by the 
analyzer 29 (FIG. 2) to the scaler 39, assuming that the 
nonitor channel produces coincident input pulses to the 
logic device 35. 
ASSume now that spectrum shifts slightly to the left, so 

that it is represented by the curve 60'. Such a shift in the 
Spectrum may occur, for example, as the result of un 
desired drifting or lowering in the gain of the photo 
multiplier, or as the result of color or chemical quench 
ing in the sample under test. În either instance the 
activity level of the isotope sample remains the same. 
When the Spectrum 60', as compared to the spectrum 69, 
fewer pulses of amplitude greater than Vy will be re 
ceived and passed by the analyzer to the scaler; but more 
pulses of amplitude less than Vx will be received and 
passed. In other words, pulses lost from the spectrum 
shift are represented by the area 68, while pulses gained 
are represented by the area 66. The two areas are sub 
stantially equal by virtue of the fact that the center of the 
Selected window A-B is adjusted to coincide approxi 
mately with the peak of the spectrum 60, i.e., so that a 
loss of pulses from a spectrum shift is “balanced” by a 
gain of pulses. Operation with the window so adjusted is 
thus termed "balance point operation,' and results in 
making the counting efficiency for a particular isotope 
Substantially independent of minor, unavoidable drifts in 
the gain of the system. The balancing effect occurs 
whether the spectrum shifts slightly to the lift or right. 
And from the foregoing explanation, it will be apparent 
that if the counting window is not so adjusted for balance 
point operation, shifts in the spectrum could result in ap 
preciable erroneous changes in the counting efficiency and 
Incasured count rate. 
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MULTI-LABEL AND MIXED SAMPLE MEASURE 
MENTS ACCORDING TO THE PRESENT HIN VEN 
TION 

Thus far the environment of the invention has been de 
scribed with reference to the neasurement of radio 
activity in a source or sources having but a single isotope 
therein, and the reasons for coincidence monitoring, 
window adjustment for maximum operating conditions, in 
cluding balance-point operation, have been explained. 
The present invention is concerned, however, with the in 
dependent measurement of the activity levels of two or 
more isotopes which are simultaneously present in a single 
Source or sample, or which are present individually in 
mixed sources or samples. Merely by way of example, in 
radioactive tracer work a single sample may contain both 
H3 and C, it being desired to measure individually the 
activity level of each of those two isotopes. While the 
invention may involve measurement of any number n of 
isotopes in multiple-label or mixed samples, or flow moni 
toring, and may be applied with advantage in gamma, 
alpha, and beta emission measurement, it will hereinafter 
be described by way of specific example in connection with 
measurement of double-labei samples containing two 
(n=2) beta-emitting isotopes. Each isotope and I in 
a double-label sample will have a different characteristic 
energy spectrum for the decay events which it produces. 

Referring to FIG. 6, there is illustrated a typical ran 
dom distribution of pulses produced by a detector and 
transducer in response to decay events from two different 
isotopes (isotope I pulses represented by the solid lines 
69 and Isotope II pulses represented by the broken lines 
70) present in a double-label source. As previously de 
scribed, each isotope will undergo a plurality of decay 
cvents over a given period of time, the decay events be 
ing spread over a spectrum of energies. Thus, decay 
events in Isotope I will produce a few pulses 69a of slightly 
greater than zero amplitude and a few pulses 69c ap 
proximating a maximum amplitude Vinac-I for that isotope. 
However, the largest percentage of decay events occur 
ring in isotope I will produce pulses 69b in the region 
of the average amplitude Vav-I. Similarly, isotope II 
will produce a few pulses 70a of approximately zero 
amplitude and a few pulses 70c approximating a maxi 
mum amplitude Va.-I for that isotope. The largest 
percentage of decay events occurring in Isotope II will 
produce pulses 70b in the region of the average amplitude 
Vaya-II. 
The spectrum of pulse heights for isotope at the 

amplifier output is represented by the curve 75 shown in 
FIG. 7, while the spectrum of pulse heights for Isotope 
II is represented by the curve 72. It is to be kept in mind 
that all of the pulses of FIG. 6 are present at the output 
of the transducer, so that the two spectra 71, 72 of FIG. 
7 respectively represent two groups of pulses resulting 
from decay events from two respective isotopes I and II. 
As previously indicated, spurious events not associated 

with the radioactivity to be measured may produce back 
ground and "noise' pulses at the output of the transducer. 
For example, cosmic rays striking the scintillator, despite 
shielding, may produce spurious light flashes; a contami 
nating isotope, such as K40 in the glass of a sample con 
tainer may, to some degree, result in spurious light flashes 
which are transformed into voltage pulses. Regardless 
of their origin, such background pulses introduce into 
the count a degree of statistical uncertainty. Such back 
ground pulses appear throughout the range of pulse ampli 
tudes. Therefore, in counting a particular isotope, it is 
desirable to limit the counting to a window or discrimina 
tor band which includes only that portion of the isotope 
pulse spectrum occupied by the greater proportion of the 
isotope pulses, thus limiting the background count to those 
background pulses which happen to fall within the same 
amplitude band. As an approximation, background pulses 
have an amplitude distribution which is generally illustrat 
ed by the curve 74 (FIG. 8), the greater proportion of such 
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pulses having amplitudes in the lower and higher pulse 
height ranges and a smaller proportion having amplitudes 
in the intermediate pulse height ranges. Finally, spurious 
electronic 'noise' signals generated in the preamplifiers 
and other electrical components produce low annplitude 
pulses, and it is impractical to attempt counting of pulses 
of an amplitude less than a threshold value arbitrarily 
represented at T. 

Keeping in mind the foregoing considerations and with 
reference to FIG. 8, it will be apparent that rather severe 
limitations are placed upon the upper and lower limits 
which can be used for pulse height analyzing windows, 
particularly where balance-point operation and a generally 
maximumized ratio EP/B are to be obtained. These 
limitations are even greater when two windows are to 
be used for analyzing two isotopes. For example, the 
saturation point SP of the electronic amplifier provides 
a positive upper limit for the window that is to analyze 
the most energetic isotope (i.e., isotope II represented 
by curve 72). If the upper limit of a discrimination win 
dow is set slightly above the saturation point SP, then all 
amplified pulses exceeding the lower limit of the window 
will be passed, because none of the amplified pulses can 
exceed the SP amplitude. Similarly, the high spurious 
electronic "noise' level in the low amplitude pulse height 
range makes it impractical, if not impossible, to analyze 
pulses below a designated minimum voltage represented 
by the vertical line T. This places a minimum limit for 
the window that is to analyze the least energetic isotope 
(i.e., isotope I represented by curve 7i). 

In accordance with the present invention, the decay 
events of n isotopes (as here described, in re-2) which 
each have a characteristic energy spectrum are converted 
into signals or pulses proportional in amplitude to the 
energies of the respective decay events. This may be 
accomplished by any suitable proportional type detector 
and transducer, the latter being illustrated in FIG. 9 as 
a liquid scintiliator mixed in a double-label sample 32 and 
disposed adjacent a photomultiplier 24 which is coupied 
to a preamplifier 26'. The output pulses P-i from the pre 
amplifier have the make-up generally illustrated by FIG. 
6 and comprise two spectra represented by curves it and 
72 in FG. 7. 

Further in accordance with the invention, the pulses 
so derived from n isotopes (here, two) are amplified to 
increase their amplitudes, thus spreading their amplitudes 
sufficiently to permit reliable. discrimination based on the 
relative heights thereof. However, as an important part 
of this step, the pulses are passed into n separate channels 
(here, two) and are linearly amplified by different factors 
or gains in each of the channels. As shown in the ex 
emplary embodiment of FIG. 9, the pulses P-1 are passed 
into two channels I and II which are in general similar to 
one another except for the fact that they include amplifiers 
which are adjustably set to provide two different gain 
factors. For this purpose, the channel I includes an 
amplifier 81 comprised of an adjustable gain attenuator 
79 and a fixed gain amplifier 80 producing output pulses 
P-2. Similarly, the channel II includes a variable gain 
amplifier 8i, which is here shown as made up of a variable 
attenuator 79' and a fixed gain amplifier 86' producing out 
put puises P-3. Although channel. I includes the ad 
justable attenuator 79 so as to have a variable gain ampli 
fier 8, this is not essential and a fixed gain amplifier may 
be used instead, as will be made clear below. 
Before proceeding further with the generalized descrip 

tion of the invention, it will be helpful here to note 
briefly one exemplary circuit which may be used for the 
variable attenuators 79 and 79'. As shown in FIG. 10, 
a common emitter transistor 9i has its collector 9ic cou 
pled to the negative terminal 92 of a D.C. supply source 
(not shown) and its emitter 9íe coupled to the positive 
terminal 94 of the D.C. source. The base 9b of the tran 
sistor 9 is connected directly to one input terminal 95, 
the other input terminal 96 being connected directly to 
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a point 98 at ground potential. The transistor 9 forms 
an emitter-follower stage, its emitter 92 e being connected 
through a capacitor C-i to one end of a potentiometer 99 
having its opposite end connected to the ground at 98. 
A potentiometer wiper 100 is selectively movable along 
the potentiometer 99 to tap a selected proportion of the 
voltage drop across the resistance when a pulse P-5 from 
the transducer is applied to the input terminals 95, 96. 
Thus, the emitter follower 91 and the potentiometer 99, 
100 constitute an impedance-transforming variable gain 
amplifier which selectively attentiates the input puises 
P-1 according to the setting of the wiper 86. The total 
gain at the amplifier 82 or 81 (FIG. 9) may thus be 
adjusted over a wide range. 
As the next step in practicing the invention, the pulses 

P-2 and P-3, amplified by respectively different gains, are 
amplitude discriminated so that each channel I, II passes 
a preselected amplitude band or "window' of pulse 
heights. As embodied in FIG. 9, each of the channels 
I, II includes a pulse height analyzer 82, 82' which re 
ceive the pulses P-2 and P-3, respectively. As shown 
in channel I, the analyzer 82 includes two discriminators 
84A, 84 B. both of which receive as inputs the pulses P-2. 
Each of these discriminators is associated with a variable 
control voltage source which permits adjustment of the 
threshold amplitude which must be exceeded to actuate 
of pass through the discriminator. For simplicity, such 
control voltage sources are illustrated as potentiometers 
35a, 85b energized by batteries Ea, Eb. 
The discriminators 84A, 843 (and 84C, 84D) may be 

identical, and an exemplary one is shown in FIG. i. 1 
as a monostable multivibrator 84A having a pair of com 
mon emitter amplifiers 101, 162 connected across the 
negative and positive power supply terminals 92, 94, re 
spectively. As previously indicated, means are provided 
for establishing a selectively variable discrimination 
threshold A for the multivibrator 34A-such means here 
shown as comprising a voltage source Ea coupled to the 
base 102b of armplifier 02 through a potentiometer 85a. 
The coilector 10 ic of the amplifier is directly connected 
to the base 02b of the amplifier 102 and one output ter 
minal 64 of discriminator 84A, while the collector 182c 
of the amplifier 102 is coupled to the base 01b of the 
amplifier 101 through capacitor C-2. Thus, the mono 
stable multivibrator 84A has one stable state, i.e., with 
the amplifier f) ON and the capacitor C-2 charged as 
shown; and one quasi-stable state, i.e., with the amplifier 
102 ON. 
To trigger the monostable multivibrator 84A, the base 
92b of the normally cut-off amplifier 82 receives a pulse 
P-2 from the out put terminai 195 of the amplifier 89 
through a capacitor C-3. The arrangement is such that 
each negative output pulse P-2 from the amplifier 80 
drives the base 102b more negative in potential, thus tend 
ing to turn the multivibrator 84A. ON so that the output 
terminal 104 is dropped in potential for a predetermined 
period (determined by the time constant of the circuit 
which discharges capacitor C-2), thereby producing an 
output pulse P-4. As the wiper of potentiometer 35a is 
selectively moved upwardly (FIG. 11), the bias potential 
at the base 102b is progressively made less negative and, 
consequently, a considerably higher amplitude pulse P-2, 
is required to render the normally nonconductive am 
plifier 102 conductive and trigger the discriminator. 
Conversely, as the wiper of potentiometer 85a is moved 
downwardly (FIG. 11) the bias potential at the base G2b 
becomes more and more negative, thus decreasing the 
amplitude of the pulse P-2 required to turn amplifier i82. 
ON. it will be readily apparent from the foregoing de 
Scription that by selectively adjusting the potentiometers 
85a, 35b shown in FlG. 9 (and hence the potential levels 
at the base iO2i of each amplifier i02), an operator may 
adjust amplitudes which the pulses P-2 must exceed be 
fore those pulses are effective to trigger and pass through 
thc discriminators 84A and 84B. 
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The puise height analyzer 82 and the discriminators 

83C, 34D therein are similar to those described for the 
analyzer 82. It will suffice to note, therefore, that by 
adjustments of the four discriminators the amplitude 
levels A and B (channel I) and C and D (channel II) 
may be individually set to different desired values, thus 
establishing the position and the width of two "windows' 
(FiG. 12) A-B and C-D, as described below. 
To complete the measurement of the two isotopes I 

and II, the puise height analyzers 32, 32 (FIG. 9) are 
caused to pass only the selected amplitude bands or 
"windows' of the pulses P-2 and P-3 to appropriate in 
dicating devices here shown as scalers 90, 90'. For this 
purpose, the output pulses P-4 from the discriminator 
84A are routed through a time delay device t as pulses 
P-5 to one input of a normally closed gate 86 in a logic 
circuit 86. Assuming that a time-coincident pulse P-6 
appears at the other input of the gate 86, the latter will 
produce an output pulse P-7 which is passed to one input 
of a normally open gate 39. If no pulse P-8 appears 
at the other input of the gate 89 to close the latter, the 
pulse P-7 is passed to the scaler 90. It will be apparent, 
therefore, that any pulse P-2 must exceed the amplitude 
setting A of the discriminator 84A before it can possibly 
reach the Scaler 90. On the other hand, if the same pulse 
P-2 exceeds the amplitude setting B of the discriminator 
843, the resultant pulse from the latter will close the gate 
39 and prevent that pulse P-2 from reaching the Scaler 
90. Thus, only pulses P-2 within the amplitude band 
A-B are passed to the scaler 99. 
The same operation obtains, in channel II where the 

corresponding components permit passage of the pulses 
P-3 to the scaler 90' only if the pulses P-3 have ampli 
tudes between the voltages C and D established by the 
settings for discriminators 84C and 84.D. 
The purpose of the normally closed gates 88 and 88' 

is to provide coincidence monitoring, and thus to prevent 
dark noise pulses originating in the photomultiplier and 
falling within the windows A-B and C-D from reach 
ing the scalers 99 and 90'. The monitoring channel Min 
cludes the second photornultiplier 24', the preamplifier 
26', an amplifier 81'' and a single base line discriminator 
84A. The amplifier 31' may be a fixed gain amplifier, 
but has been shown as a variable gain amplifier compris 
ing an adjustable attenuator 79' and a fixed gain aim 
plifier 30'. Although it is not essential, the gain of the 
amplifier 30' is preferably made equal to that of the 
amplifier 8, and the base line at the discriminator 84A 
is made substantially equal to the base line A of the dis 
criminator 84A. Thus, only amplified pulses P-0 (re 
Sulting from monitor pulses P-9) which exceed the am 
plitude A will appear as pulses P-6 applied to the nor 
mally closed gates 88 and 88, and none of the pulses 
P-2 or P-3 will reach the scalers 90 and 90' unless the 
monitor photomultiplier 24' responds in timed coinci 
dence with any pulse produced by the main photomulti 
plier 24°. 

Operation and Advantages 

Having thus described the principal steps and the ap 
paratus embodying the invention, a brief summary with 
reference to the advantages obtained will be helpful. 
Referring to FIG. 12, let it be assumed first that the ampli 
tude bands of the discriminators in channels i and II 
(FIG. 9) have been set to define the respective windows 
A-B and C-D. Let it be assumed further that the 
anlplifiers 3i and 81' have equal gains (contrary to the 
foregoing description). The pulses P-2 and P-3 in the 
two channels will, under these conditions, have substan 
tially identical amplitude distributions, and will comprise 
pulses in two spectra 7 i, i2 (FIG. 12) resulting from the 
Isotopes 1 and II. With the gain of the transducer adjust 
cd (by changing the setting of the high voltage supply 25, 
FIG. 9) to iocate the spectrum 72 substantially at balance 
point and with a good E/B ratio in the window C-D, 
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the Isotope II can be effectively counted in the channel I. 
However, the spectrum 71 of the pulses from Isotope in 
volves pulses of such low amplitude ranges that there is 
total lack of balance-point operation, very low efficiency 
and a poor EP/B ratio for counting the Isotope I pulses 
in window A-B of the channel I. The base line A 
cannot be lowered to good effect below the threshold 
point T because the noise pulses would then interfere with 
satisfactory counting. Even if the threshold noise prob 
lem could be eliminated, this mode of operation would 
require discrimination levels A and B so low that the 
triggering accuracy of the discriminators would be re 
duced. 

Suppose that the gain of the transducer is increased 
(by adjusting the high voltage suply 25, FIG. 9) so that 
the spectrum of Isotope I pulses, which are included in 
the pulses P-2, is shifted to the position shown at 71a 
in FIG. 13. Isotope pulses will now be measured in 
channel I substantially at balance-point conditions, with 
a good E/B ratio, and with a relatively few counts con 
tributed by pulses resulting from isotope II, the pulse 
spectrum for which is now represented by curve 72a. 
However, under these conditions, pulses P-3 scaled in 
channel II and originating from Isotope II include only 
those represented by the spectrum 72a between the C-E) 
amplitudes. Thus, the counting of isotope I pulses in 
channel 76 now is far removed from balance-point condi 
tions, has low efficiency, and a poor E2/B ratio. This 
difficulty cannot be obviated to good advantage by in 
creasing the discrimination level D because the C-D 
window would then exceed the saturation point SP of 
the amplifier 8, where no pulse height discrimination is 
possible. Also, simply to eliminate the upper discrimina 
tion level D is not desirable because then all high ampli 
tude background pulses would be counted. 
From the foregoing discussion, it will be apparent that 

attempts to count isotope II in channel II at approximately 
optimum conditions (F.G. 12) results in very poor count 
ing conditions for isotope I in channel I. If instead, ad 
justment is made to attempt counting of Isotope at 
approximately optimum conditions in channel I, (FIG. 
13) very poor counting conditions result for Isotope íÍ 
in channel II. It is, in view of this, possible to change the 
high voltage setting for the photomultiplier so that neither 
of the Isotopes I or is counted either at near-optimum 
or extremely poor conditions in the corresponding chan 
nel I or II; but this involves a high count of Isotope I in 
channel II and a high count of Isotope II in channel I, 
thereby increasing the effective background in each chan 
nel and reducing statistical accuracy. 

In accordance with the present invention, however, the 
amplifier gain in channel II intended to scale the higher 
energy Isotope II is made less than the gain of the other 
channel I. More specifically stated, the pulse spectrum 
for the lower energy isotope i is adjusted for good or 
optimum counting conditions in a selected window for 
channel , while the gain of the channel II is reduced 
relative to that of channel I to bring the pulse spectrum 
for the higher energy Isotope II into good or optimum 
counting conditions in a window C-D for channel II. 
Thus, in the present instance the attenuation factor of the 
attenuator 79 is increased to reduce the gain of the 
amplifier 8i' in channel H. The two spectra of pulses 
which make up the pulses P-3 will be shifted to those 
represented by curves 71b and 72b in F.G. i4. Under 
these conditions, the pulses originating from Isotope I 
will be scaled in channel II at balance point, with high 
efficiency, with a high E?/B ratio, and with relatively few 
or no pulses at all contributed by the lower energy isotope 
. Yet, under these conditions, the pulses P-2 in channel 

I will be made up of pulse spectra 7ic and 72c (FG. 14a) 
originating respectively from Isotopes i and II. The so 
tope I pulses 7c may be scaled at optimum operating 
conditions, and with only a slight count contributed by 
pulses originating from isotope E. 
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It is to be emphasized that the selection of the ioca 
tion and width of the windows A-B and C-D is en 
tirely independent since they are effective on pulses P-2 
and P-3 which occupy entirely different spectra by virtue 
of the different amplifier gains in channels I and II. By 
adjusting the relative gains of the two channels it would 
be possible to obtain the same results and advantages even 
though the windows A-B and C-D partially or wholly 
coincide as a strict matter of pulse amplitudes. 
By following the invention as here described it is pos 

sible simultaneously to obtain statistically reliable counts 
for two or more isotopes present in a single radioactive 
source or sample. Because both isotopes may be meas 
ured with good or near-optimum operating conditions, 
it is totally unnecessary to subject a given double-label 
sample to two separate counting periods and readjustment 
of the pulse spectra and windows between each of those 
two counting periods is obviated. Much time and labor 
is eliminated, and more effective use of the relatively ex 
pensive equipment is made possible. 
To indicate in detail how the activity ievels of the 

two isotopes in a double-label sample can be obtained 
from one counting period, it may be observed first that 
the efficiency of counting the two isotopes in each of the 
two channels is determined in the first instance by placing 
a standard sample of isotope i, having a known activity 
level, in the apparatus and observing the count rate in 
channels i and II. This yields the efficiencies S and T 
for Isotope I in channels I and II. Similarly a standard 
sample containing only Isotope I is counted and the 
efficiencies U and V for isotope II in channels 1 and 

are computed. 
Now a double-label sample having unknown activity 

levels a and a for Isotopes and II is put through one 
counting period, and the count rates R1 and R2 in chan 
nels I and Ii are observed and become known. After sub 
tracting background counts, the two channel count rates 
are made up of the following components: 

In channel : 

R=aS--a2.J. (1) 
in channel II: 

R2-aT+a27 (2) 
By solution of the simultaneous Equations 1 and 2, the 
two unknowns a1 and a2 may be readily computed, viz.: 

Thus, once the efficiencies of counting the two isotopes 
in the two channels have been established, the individual 
levels of activity of the two isotopes in a double-label 
sample may be computed, on the basis of Equations 3 
and 4 from the observed count rates in channels i 
and il. 

In the preferred form illustrated in FIG. 9, the two 
analyzing channels I and II, having different gains both 
receive pulses from the main photomultiplier 24. It 
would, of course, be feasible in the practice of the in 
vention to pass pulses from the two photomultipliers 24 
and 24' respectively into the channels I and I, and to 
provide coincidence monitoring in each channel by pulses 
derived from the opposite photomultiplier by appropriate 
monitoring circuits. 

Ît should be understood that while the invention has 
been described in connection with samples or sources con 
taining two beta emitting isotopes, it will find equally ad 
vantageous use in measuring activity levels of gamma or 
alpha emitting isotopes. Moreover, the invention may 
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be used effectively in measuring activity levels of two or 
more isotopes contained singly or in different cornbina 
tions within different sources or samples, in view of the 
fact that as such mixed samples are placed successively 
in the apparatus, the particular isotopc or isotopes there 
in will be counted with high efficiency in the correspond 
ing channel or channels and with low efficiency in the 
other channels-yet without any readjustment of the 
transducer gain, amplifier gains or window settings. Al 
though individual samples have been discussed above, the 
invention may also be used in connection with monitor 
ing the activity level of a flowing stream or a movable 
member carrying one or more of a plurality of isotopes, 
respective ones of which will be efficiently counted in a 
corresponding one of a plurality of channels each having 
a different gain. 

claim as my invention: 
1. For use in measuring the radioactive activity levels 

of one or more of n different radioactive isotopes con 
tained singly or in different combinations within one or 
more sources, each of said isotopes having a different 
energy spectrum, the combination comprising means re 
sponsive to radioactive decay events occurring in a source 
for producing electrical signals proportional in ampli 
tude to the energy of the corresponding decay events, in 
counting channels for receiving said signals, amplifying 
means in each of said in counting channels for producing 
different signal gains in each channel, discriminator means 
in each of said in channels for passing only a selected 
amplitude band of signals therethrough with the band of 
signals passed in each channel composed substantially of 
signals originating from decay events occurring in cor 
responding different ones of said n isotopes, and indi 
cating means for separately receiving the signals passed 
through each of said channels. 

2. Spectrometer apparatus for measuring the activity 
levels of two different radioactive isotopes present in a 
source, with each isotope having a different characteristic 
energy spectrum, comprising, in combination, means re 
sponsive to radioactive decay events occurring in a Sam 
pie for producing electrical pulses proportional in ampli 
tude to the energy of the corresponding decay events, 
two pulse height analyzing channels for receiving said 
pulses, amplifying means in each of said analyzing chan 
ncis, means in one of said channels for adjusting the sig 
nal gain to a value different than the gain in the other 
of said channels, adjustable discriminator means in each 
of said channels for passing only a selected amplitude 
hand of the amplified signals therethrough, and counting 
means for separately counting the signals passed through 
cach of said channels. 

3. Spectrometer apparatus for measuring the activity 
levels of n different radioactive beta emitting isotopes, 
each having a different energy spectrum, and contained 
in radioactive sources, comprising, in combination, detect 
ing means responsive to beta emissions occurring in a 
source for producing electrical signals proportional in 
ampiitude to the energy of the corresponding decay 
events, in counting channels for receiving said signals, 
means in each of said in channels for adjustably attenuat 
ing the input signals thereto, linear amplifying means 
in tanden with said attenuating means in each of said in 
counting channels, discriminator means in each of said in 
channels for passing only a selected amplitude band of 
signals therethrough with the band of signals passed in 
each channel composed substantially of signals resulting 
from beta decay events occurring in a corresponding dif 
ferent one of said it isotopes, and counting means for 
Separately counting the signals passed through each of 
said channels. 

4. A liquid scintilation spectrometcr for measuring 
the activity levels of in radioactive isotopes disposed in 
a solvent containing a scintilator with each of said iso 
topes undergoing a plurality of different energy decay 
events resulting in the emission of radioactive energy 
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3. 
and with the energy spectra of decay cvents for each 
said isotopes being different, comprising, in combination, 
photomultiplier means for converting light scintillations 
resulting froin impingement of radioactive particles with 
said scintillator into electrical pulses proportional in am 
plitude to the energy of the decay events producing the 
particles, in linear amplifying means each producing a dif 
ferent signal gain coupled to said photomultiplier means, 
n discriminator means respectively coupled to said in 
amplifier means for passing in amplitude bands of pulses 
with each band composed substantially of pulses resulting 
from decay events occurring in a different one of said in 
isotopes, and means for independently counting the pulses 
passed by each of said in discriminator means. 

5. A liquid Scintillation, spectrometer for measuring 
the radioactive strengths of n isotopes disposed in a sol 
vent containing a scintiliator with each of said istopes 
undergoing a plurality of different energy decay events 
resulting in the emission of beta particles and with the 
beta energy spectra of said isotopes being different, com 
prising, in combination, photomultiplier means for con 
verting light scintiliations resulting from impingement of 
beta particles with said scintiliator to electrical pulses 
proportional in amplitude to the energy of the decay 
events producing the particles, in adjustable signal attenu 
ating means coupled to said photomultiplier means, n 
amplifier means coupled to respective ones of said in 
attenuating means, in discriminator means respectively 
coupled to said in amplifier means for passing in amplitude 
bands of pulses with each band composed substantially 
of pulses resulting from beta decay events occurring in 
a different one of said n isotopes, and means for independ 
ently counting the pulses passed by each of said in dis 
criminator means. 

6. A liquid scintillation spectrometer for measuring 
the radioactive strengths of two isotopes disposed in a 
solvent containing a scintillator with each of said iso 
topes undergoing a plurality of different energy decay 
events resulting in the emission of radioactive particles 
and with the energy spectra of said isotopes being dif 
ferent, comprising, in combination, photomultiplier means 
for converting light scintilations resulting from impinge 
ment of radioactive particles with said scintillator to elec 
trical pulscs proportional in amplitude to the energy of 
the decay events producing the particles, a source of high 
voltage coupled to said photomultiplier means, means 
for varying the high voltage supplied to said photomul 
tiplier means so as to vary the signal gain produced 
thereby, two amplifiers each producing a different signal 
gain coupled to said photomultiplier means, two dis 
criminator means respectively coupled to said amplifiers 
for passing two amplitude bands of pulses with each 
band composed substantially of pulses resulting from de 
cay events occurring in a different one of said two iso 
topes, and means for independently counting the pulses 
passed by each of said discriminator means. 

7. In spectrometer apparatus for successively meas 
uring the radioactive strengths of samples singly con 
taining different ones of n isotopes with each of said in 
isotopes undergoing a plurality of different energy decay 
events resulting in the emission of a plurality of radio 
active particles and with each isotope being uniquely 
identified by its energy spectrum, the combination com 
prising, means for converting the energy of the decay 
events in a sample into light energy, means for convert 
ing the light energy produced into electrical puises pro 
portional in amplitude to the energy of the corresponding 
decay events, in analyzing channels for simultaneously 
receiving said pulses, means for independently attenuat 
ing the input pulses to each of said channels so that any 
given input pulse produces a different amplitude input 
to each channel, amplifying means in each of said chan 
nels. discriminator means in each of said channels for 
passing only a preselected annplitude band of pulses there 
thirough, and means for separately counting the pulses 
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passed through each of said in channels, ali of said dis 
criminator means and all of said attenuating means being 
preset so that each of said n isotopes are counted at relia 
tively high efficiency in a different corresponding one of 
said in channels and at low efficiency in the other of said 
channels. 

8. In spectrometer apparatus for measuring the activ 
ity levels of sources each containing at least one of two 
isotopes with each of said isotopes undergoing a plurality 
of different energy decay events resulting in the emission 
of a plurality of beta particles and with each isotope 
being uniquely identified by its energy spectrum, the com 
bination comprising, means for converting the energy of 
each beta decay event into light energy, means for con 
verting the light energy produced into electrical pulses 
proportional in amplitude to the energy of the corre 
sponding decay events, a pair of analyzing channels for 
simultaneously receiving said pulses, means for independ 
ently attenuating the input pulses to each of said chan 
nels so that any given input pulse produces a different 
amplitude input to each channel, amplifying means in 
each of said channels, discriminator means in each of 
said channels for passing only a preselected amplitude 
band of pulses therethrough, and means for separately 
counting the pulses passed through each of said channels, 
said discriminator means and said attenuating means 
being preset so that each of said isotopes are counted at 
high efficiency in a different corresponding one of Said 
channels. 

9. Spectrometer apparatus for measuring the activity 
levels of two different radioactive isotopes singly and 
doubly contained in different samples with each of said 
isotopes undergoing a plurality of different energy decay 
events resulting in the emission of a plurality of radio 
active particles and with each isotope having a different 
characteristic energy spectrum comprising, in combina 
tion, scintillator means for converting the energy of each 
decay event into light energy, a pair of photomultipliers 
disposed adjacent to said scintillator means for converting 
the light energy produced into electrical pulses propor 
tional in amplitude to the energy of the corresponding de 
cay event, first and second pulse channels coupled to one 
of said photomultipliers to receive the pulses therefrom, 
a third pulse channel coupled to the other of said photo 
multipliers, amplifying means in each of said channels 
with the signal gain produced thereby in one of said chan 
nels being different from the gain in the other two chan 
nels, a first analyzer connected to receive the amplified 
pulses in said one channel, a second analyzer connected to 
receive the amplified pulses in one of said other two 
channels, said analyzers each including means for passing 
only a preselected amplitude band of pulses therethrough, 
a first logic circuit coupled to and receiving input signals 
from said first analyzer, a second logic circuit coupled to 
and receiving input signals from said second analyzer, 
each of said first and second logic circuits coupled to and 
receiving coincidence control input signals from a chan 
nel which derives its pulses from that one of said photo 
multipliers other than the photomultiplier which originates 
the puses passed by the corresponding analyzer, and 
first and second counting devices respectively coupled to 
Said first and second logic circuits, said logic circuits each 
including means for passing pulses to the associated count 
ing device only when that logic circuit simultaneously re 
ceives an input signal and a coincidence control input 
signa?. 

10. Spectrometer apparatus for measuring the activity 
levels of two different isotopes contained in a liquid sample 
with each of said isotops undergoing a plurality of differ 
ent energy decay events resulting in the emission of a plu 
rality of radioactive particles and with each isotope being 
uniquely identified by its energy spectrum, comprising, in 
combination, scintillator means in said sample for con 
verting the energy decay events into light flashes, a pair 
of photomultipliers disposed adjacent to said sample for 
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converting said light flashes into electrical puises propor 
tional in amplitude to the energy of the corresponding de 
cay event, first and second analyzing channels coupied to 
one of said photomultipliers, a monitoring channel cou 
pled to the other of said photomultipliers, amplifying 
means in each of said analyzing channels, selectively ad 
justable control means in one of said analyzing channels 
for varying the signal gain therein and making it different 
than the gain in the other analyzing channel, discriminator 
means in each of said analyzing channels for passing only 
a preselected amplitude band of pulses therethrough, a 
first logic circuit coupied to and receiving input pulses 
from the discriminator means associated with the one of 
said analyzing channels, a second logic circuit coupled to 
and receiving input pulses from the discriminator means 
associated with other one of said two analyzing chal 
nels, each of said first and second logic circuits coupled 
to and receiving coincidence control input signals from 
said monitoring channel and including means for passing 
an input pulse only when it coincides in time with a control 
input signal, and first and second counting devices re 
spectively coupled to receive pulses from said first and 
second logic circuits. 

i 1. Spectrometer apparatus for measuring the activity 
levels of two different radioactive isotopes singly and 
doubly contained in different samples with each of said 
isotopes undergoing a plurality of different energy decay 
events resulting in the emission of a plurality of radio 
active particles and with each isotope a different char 
acteristic energy spectrum, comprising, in combination, 
scintillator means for linearly converting the energy of 
decay events in a sample into light flashes, first and sec 
ond photomultipliers disposed adjacent to said scintillator 
means for converting said light flashes into electrical pulses 
proportional in amplitude to the energy of the corre 
sponding decay event, first and second analyzing channels 
coupled to said first photomultiplier, a third monitor chan 
nel coupled to said second photomultiplier, attenuating 
means in one of said analyzing channels, amplifying means 
in each of said analyzing channels, means for adjusting 
said attenuating means to selectively establish different 
gains in said first and second channels, adjustable discrimi 
nator means in each of said two analyzing channels for 
passing only a preselected amplitude band of puises there 
through, a first logic circuit coupled to and receiving in 
put pulses from the discriminator means associated with 
said first analyzing channel, a second logic circuit coupled 
to and receiving input pulses from the discriminator 
means associated with said second analyzing channei, 
means connecting said monitor channei to transmit pulses 
therein as coincidence controi input signals to said first 
and second logic circuits, said first and second logic cir 
cuits each including means for passing a pulse only when 
an input pulse from the associated discriminator means 
coincides in time with a control signal from the monitor 
channel, and first and second counting devices respectively 
coupled to said first and second logic circuits. 

12. The method of measuring the activity leveis of one 
or more different radioactive isotopes contained in one 
or more sources, each of said isotopes having a character 
istic energy spectrum of the decay events occurring there 
in, said method comprising the steps of converting the 
radiant energy for substantially all decay events into elec 
trical pulses substantially proportional in amplitude to the 
corresponding decay events, simultaneously applying each 
electrical pulse to a plurality of channels, independently 
amplifying by different gain factors the puises in each 
channel, discriminating said amplified pulses in each 
channel so as to pass only preselected, amplitude bands 
of pulses through respective ones of said channels while 
rejecting pulses outside such amplitude bandis, and sepa 
rately determining the rate of occurrence of the discrimi 
nated pulses in each of said channels. 

i3. The method of measuring the activity evels of two 
isotopes contained in a single source, each of said isotopes 
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having a different characteristic energy spectrum of the 
decay events occurring therein, said method comprising 
the steps of converting the radiant energy from substanti 
ally all decay events occurring in the source into eiectrical 
pulses proportional in amplitude to the energy of the 
corresponding decay events, simultaneously applying each 
electrical pulse to a pair of channels, simultaneously ad 
justing the amplitude of input pulses to each channel to 
adjust the pulse amplitude spectra, independently attenu 
ating the input pulses to one of said channeis to separate 
the amplitude spectra of such pulses from the amplitude 
spectra of input pulses to the other channel, amplifying 
the adjusted and attenuated pulses in each of said respec 
tive channels, discriminating said amplified pulses in each 
channel so as to pass two separated amplitude bands of 
pulses through respective ones of said channels, each of 
said bands being substantially composed of puises result 
ing from decay events occurring in different ones of said 
isotopes, and separately counting the number of discrimi 
nated pulses passed through each channel. 

14. The method of determining the activity levels of 
two isotopes each of which has a different characteristic 
spectrum of energy of decay events occurring therein, said 
method comprising the steps of converting decay events 
occurring in the isotopes into electrical pulses of ampli 
tudes proportional to the energies of the corresponding 
decay events, routing all of said pulses into two separate 
channels, amplifying the pulses in each of said channels, 
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discriminating the amplified puises in one channel so that 
only those between predetermined amplitude limits A and 
B are passed, discriminating the amplified pulses in the 
other channel so that only those between predetermined 
amplitude limits C and D are passed, adjusting the ampli 
fication gain factor in said one channel so that the height 
spectrum of pulses originating from decay events in the 
first isotope is at balance point between said A and B 
limits, adjusting the amplification gain factor in said other 
channel so that the height spectrum of pulses originating 
from decay events in the second isotope is at balance point 
between said C and D limits, and separately determining 
the rate of occurrence of the discriminated pulses in the 
two channels. 
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